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SUMMARY 

A systematic sex-188 of twin-jet afterbodaes all terminating at the 
jet-exit has been tested at Mach numbers from M = 0.7 to 1.3 on a strut-mounted 

rig employing high pressure air for the Jet streams. The afterbody drag 
was derived from balance measurements of thrust-minus-drag and wind-off 
calibrations of thrust, and interpreted with the help of pressure plotting 

data. Two single-nozzle afterbodies were tested for comparison. 
Parameters investigated in the programme include jet size, base area 

with the changes obtained by infilling the valley between the nozzles and by 
extending as a fairing, afterbody boattail angle, nozzle shroud area ratio 
coupled with changes in shroud length, and shroud angle. 

At subsonic speeds and likely operational jet pressure ratios, the 
afterbody drag coefficients based on fuselage cross-sectional area lie in the 

range 0.03 - 0.06 of which typically, 0.026 can be ascribed to skin friction. 
Under these conditions, much of the variation between configurations can be 
expressed as a linear increase in afterbody drag with effective base area 
suitable defined to represent the area over which the external stream IS 

necessarily separated. In particular, this concept appears to be a means 
of reconciling the drag of single - and twin - nozzle installations of the 

present type with the nozzle exits close to the base. The rate of increase 
is given by 0.12 x effective base area/fuselage cross-sectional area. At 

M = 1.3, or at higher jet pressure ratios at any Mach number, this simple type 
of correlation is less successful. 

The increase in afterbody drag with shroud area ratio is greater at 
the higher jet pressure ratios. An increase III shroud angle from 15" to 2C” 
with a boattail angle of 15" increases the afterbody drag coefficient by 
0.004 subsonlcally or 0.007 at M = 1.3; a reduction in boattall angle from 
15" to IO' IS beneficial at M = 1.3 but gives a small penalty subsonically, 
due to a poorer pressure recovery at the base. 

The tests have produced some “design rules”; the report stresses the 
factors that should always be borne In mind when applying these rules in practice. 

*Replaces ARA Report No.3 - A.R.C.34 280 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For many years, tests on various combat alrcraft designs have shown 

that the after-body drag of a twin-jet nozzle confrguratron can be a 

srgnlfrcant proportion, typically 20% - 30%, of the total alrcraft profrle 

drag at zero lift. lerng as large as thrs, It can Influence not only the 

detail design of the boattailed afterbody itself but also the choice of 

nozzle, the choice of engrne bypass ratro and even in some cases, the 

fundamental declsxon whether the aircraft should be srngle - or twrn-engined. 

In cases where the afterbody drag was particularly high at an early stage in 

the desrgn, rt was often possible to obtarn improvements during the period of 

development testing and to understand qualltatrvely, the reasons for such 

Improvements. Quantrtatlvely, however, the results were a matter for experrment 

rather than predrctlon. The only clear design rule emerging from these ad hoc 

exercises was that the base area should be kept as small as possible but there 

was constantly the susprcion that for a grven base area, the drag of a 

twin-nozzle Installation was greater than for the corresponding single-nozzle 

layout. By 1967, it had become clear that the results of these ad hoc tests 

even If fully analysed and correlated would not provide the necessary gurdance for 

the future and that a generalrazed research programme was needed. 

The devrslng of a useful research programme was far from easy and led to 

much debate. The flow over an afterbody wrth twrn-nozzle exits can be very 

complex; it depends on many factors. The geometry itself IS strongly 

3-dlmensronal wrth circumferential varratlons rn the longrtudrnal curvature 

dlstrrbutlon; the vrscous effects are clearly of paramount Importance and frnally, 

the afterbody drag for twin-Jet confrguratrons must depend on the lnteractlon of 

two prrmary (and possibly, two secondary) streams and the mixing of these streams 

with the external flow off the base of the afterbody. Theory by itself cannot 

make an itnmedlate impact on such a sltuatlon. Also, It was felt that an 

experimental investlgatlon rn depth Into the flow over a srngle representative 

afterbody would not be sufflcrent; rather, what appeared to be needed was an 

experimental programme in which the afterbody shape was varied in a systematic 

manner, taking one variable at a time and determlnlng Its effect on the afterbody 

drag. In this way, It was hoped to provide the design “rules” or “numbers” 

required by aircraft proJect engineers for exchange rates rn early proJect studies 

and when choosrng the lnltlal shape at the start of the development of a new 

proJ ect . It was accepted that whatever research was undertaken, there would still 

be a need for development tests on specrfic desrgns but the hope was that with the 

help of the research, these tests could be less trme-cansumrng and more successful 

In arriving at a true optimum layout. 



The above deflnltlon of the axs of the research programme may sound 

sensible but in reality. the problem 1s not as shale as this The parameters 

cannot be treated entirely as Independent variables. In pracrlceY a change in 

one variable is likely to be coupled wth a change in another variable, Certainly, 

the effects of a primary variable in any comparison may well depend on the values 

selected for the other secondary variables. It was therefore realrsed at the 

outset that a research programme ln which the only measurements were of the overall 

afterbody drag might be a dangerous undertaklng ln that without complete understanding 

of the results, there was the risk that they would be taken out of context and 

generalrzed too loosely It was therefore agreed that the overall afterbody drag 

measurements should be supplemented by some pressure plotting, limited for most 

afterbodles but extensive in some cases The pressure plotting would ac Least help 

to show how the afterbody drag was built up from separate contributions on the boattail, 

base, secondary duct and shroud external surfaces. Further, the pressure plotting 

should show how the results depend on the test environment and on the values selected 

for the variables not wuned1ateLy under study. 

The research programme was planned in late 1967, Apart from the content, 

scope and nature of the programme, other important issues had LO be considered e.g., 

the choice of test rig, the manner of testing, the nature of the force measurements 

to be made and finally and most important. whether the chosen rig would give a 

standard of accuracy commensurate with a systematic study of what might be in the 

experiment, relatively small differences but In application to an aircraft, very 

significant dzfferences. Rigs for the provrsron of accurately deftned blowng air 

whilst attemptrng to measure erther drag or thrust-minus-drag, are inevitably very 

sophrsticared pieces of equipment For the rig that measures the drag directly, 

the mechanrcal seal problems associated with small clearances can introduce 

significant errors. For the rig that on the other hand, measures thrust-minus-drag, 

one must know the gross thrust of the exit flow to an accuracy eompatrble with the 

required accuracy for afterbody drag and a typical figure is that 10% of the afterbody 

drag, a reasonable and far from extravagant target? corresponds to 1% of gross thrust. 

At the same time, It LS necessary to Introduce the blowing air into the model with no 

interference and to the same order of accuracy. Broadly speakrng, there are two 

different types of rig for such tests With the first, tne test afterbody LS at the 

aft end of an axial pipe introduced through the wnd tunnel contraction while in the 

second, the high pressure air 1s rntroduced through a support strut usually mounted 

from the tunnel wall and at right angles to ihe body under test. The fxsr type of 

rrg has the drsadvantage that unless special measures are taken, the boundary layer 
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on the tube approaching Lhe afterbody 1s serlousiy overslzed relative to that 

on the full scale aircraft, With the second type, the main problem 1s that 

the pressure freld of the support strut can give slzeable lncerference. For 

the present research programme. It was decided chat the tests should be made 

on the Rolls Royce ‘B-15’ rig ~.n the A.R A rransonlc tunnel. This 1s a 

strut-mounted gross thrust-minus-drag rig with cold ler: flow slmulatlon. This 

rig has three maln advantages: 

(1) It had already been used for many of the ad hoc tests and 

therefore, conrlnulng LO use It for the research tests 

ensured consistency, 

(il) 

and (ill) 

the boundary layer thickness on the afterbody 1s not 

seriously unrepresentative, 

the accuracy and repeatabIlIty of measurements on the rig 

had generally been about 10% of afterbody drag which from 

the figures quoted earlier, 1s equivalent to 2 - 3% of 

total alrcraft drag, This accuracy was perhaps margInaL 

but was thought to be about the bese that could be achieved 

on any rig 

A further study of the possible accuracy and of the support Interference 

correctlons was undertaken as a prellmlnary to the research programme; these 

matters are dlscussed below In sectlox 3 (and 4.3). and 4.1 respectively. 

The choice of rig has some effect on what parameters can be lnvestlgated 

in the research programme. For example, wl-ch the B.15 rig, lt 1s dlfflcult to 

vary the lateral spacing of the nozzles, It was recognlzed from the outset 

that the most Important slngie parameter was the Longitudinal poslr~on of the 

nozzle relatLve to the base of the afterbody. It Ls now common parlance amongst 

specialists in U,K. to ciaasrfy twin-nozzle atrerbodles as follows: 

Class I : alrcraft fuselage rermlnatlng near the nozzle exits 

e g TSR2, MRCA, 

Class II - slender afterbody or spine prolectlng beyond the 

nozzle exit plane e.g. Phantom, Jaguar, F-lLL, 

Class III : most of fuselage boartaILIng occurrlng aft of the 

nozzle exlr: plane e g Buccaneer. Hhrrler 

The first phase of -the programme concentrated on Class I, with Llmrted 

varLat1ons in this cLass, r;aliored to current PrOJeCtS. In toral, some 28 

conflguratlons were tested, rhe programme lncllrdlng two sizes of primary Jet 
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and changes in boattail angle, base areas shroud area/jet area ratlo and shroud 

angle. Also, two single nozzle layouts were tested and these provide a lank 

with R.A.E. research on such configurations. Subsequently, in a second phase 

of testing, the programme has been extended Into Class II and now, a thrrd 

phase coverrng Class III 1s being planned. 

The force and pressure plottrng results from the first phase have been 

grven in detail in refs, 1, 2 respectively. The present report describes what 

was tested in this frrst phase and sets out the prrncrpal conclusions with 

sufficient supporting evidence to Illustrate these conclusions. The second and 

third phases will be reported later. 

It is worth notrng that whrle the tests have been in progress, test results 

have appeared from somewhat similar programmes being undertaken elsewhere. Such 

results are given for example rn refs. 3, 4, 5. Hence, a farr amount of systematrc 

data 1s now berng assembled but even so, as noted earlier, there are so many 

interrelated and interrelating varrables that it wrll still be necessary to test 

configurations for specific projects for a long time to come. 

2. DETAILS OF MODELS AND TESTS 

The tests were made on the ‘3.15’ strut-mounted gross thrust-minus-drag rig 

in the A.R.A. transonic tunnel. The rig is shown rn frgs, la,b. The forebody and 

support strut are earthed and a strain gauge balance measures the gross thrust-minus- 

drag on the metric afterbody aft of a split at a locatron shown rn fig.2. The 

junction between the external surfaces is rn the form of a knrfe-edge with a small 

gap of less than 0.008”; Internal pressures were measured to obtarn a split line 

force-correction. Unheated compressed air 1s used to simulate the Jets. The rate 

of flow of the jet arr 1s measured externally in the supply duct and the let total 

pressure 1s measured just ahead of the nozzles by means of specral pitot rakes. 

The overall model dimensrons are given in fig.2. The rig and test technique is 

described rn ref.6 and the data reduction rn ref.7. 

Thus report 1s concerned wrth the tests in the first phase of the research 

programme in which all the twin-jet afterbodies have their nozzle exits at or close 

to the afterbody base plane. The deflnltlon of the relevant areas is shown rn 

frg.3, ‘m’ being the fuselage frontal area used for non-dimensionalising the 

afterbody drags, ‘J’ the combrned area of the two prrmary jets, ‘b’ the base area 

between the nozzle and Is’ the combined shroud exit area for the two nozzles. Two 

primary jet sizes, j/m = 0.07 and 0.13 were tested; these represent cold engines 

of different bypass ratlos. The primary Jet nozzle was a simple convergent nozzle 

with an Internal contractron angle of 5’. For each of the jet sizes, tests were 
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made with various shroud area ratios, s/j, III the range from 1.0 to 2.1. 

The lower lmit of shroud ratio, S/J = 1, with the shroud exit and prunary 

nozzle duuneters equal was chosen to be representative of an 1rxs nozzle. The 

higher llmlt is representative of a translating shroud associated with a non-reheat 

prunary nozzle whose exit dumeter is determined by having to provide adequate 

clearance of the prunary nozzle in the reheat condition ln whxh the primary nozzle 

area 1s nearly twice the cold value. IntermedIate values imply drfferent degrees 
x 

of petal shrouding representative of variable ejector nozzles. When Interpreting 

the results later, one must constantly remember that in these tests, a change in 

shroud area ratlo 1s always associated with a change in shroud length aft of the 

base e.g. maximum area/mlnurum length and vice versa. Practxal requirements, e.g. 

the need to cover the operating mechanism, also determIned the shroud angle (e), 

and absolute length of the shroud, and thus, the minimum upstream diameter of the 

shroud duct to which the afterbody boattalls had to be faired. For the present 

tests, the standard shroud angle was @ = 15’ but one test was made with 0 = 20’. 

There was no flow through the secondary duct for these tests but the models were 

designed to provide secondary flow should this be required in the future. 

Details of the afterbodles tested are shown in Flg.4 and the longltudlnal 

area distributions in Flg.5. The ‘datum’ configurations ware those with b/m = 0.040 

and a flnal boattail angle, 6 of 15’, Flgs.4b,d. The programme**included: 

(1) changes ln boattail angle, 15’ versus lo’, Figs.4b,d, 

(11) changes in base area (~/m = 0.13 only) obtalned by lnfllllng the 

valley between the nozzles to give b/m = 0.0685 and 0.0963, Fig.4c 

and by extending as an internozzle falring to give a zero base, Flg.7b, 

(iii) comparisons with the single-nozzle configurations ln Fig.4.a. The 

‘single’ provides the strict comparison with the twin-nozzle afterbodies: 

the ‘short slngle’ provides the link with R.A.E. research on an 

axlsymmetrlc r1g. It should be noted that these two single-jet layouts 

had their base plane at the same station: for the ‘short-single’ a 

parallel section was inserted ahead of the boattalled afterbody (but 

sell on the live part of the model). 

The shape of the boattailing was deriJed mathematically III a consistent 

manner to fair Into the chosen base area and duct size. The flnal boattall angle 

was maLntained constant around the circumference. This is not a trivial point. 

It should be noted that in these tests the priory nozzle and shroud exits are 

coplanar. However, for shroud exit planes located either upstream or just downstream 

of the nozzle exit plane, the drag of the nozzle shroud combination 1s at a minimum 

and 1s relatively independent of axial locatlon; this 1s the range which in reality 

would most probably be representative of an ejector nozzle in its ‘cold’ posltion. 
** 

as listed in Table I. 
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as "111 be appreciated from flg.4, the change in body width on the side* was 

much less than at the other extreme, the change in body height in the valley 

between the nozzles HfSEe, the constraint of a constant flnal boattall angle 

resulted in greater cl;rvature than would otherwise have been necessary on the 

side of the boattall at a posItIon close to the base. It 1s arguable that the 

choice was an artlflclal restraint that would not be adopted ln practxe. It 

can however be Justified on the grounds that otherwise, there would be a 

dlscontnnty with a conical shroud. 

An important point to note from fIga IS that the reduction in boattall 

angle, 5 , from 15O to 10' being associated with no change in boattail length, 

nnplies a significant uxrease in curvature near the start of the boattall. 

When generalumg the results, one should consider whether any trends are due 

to the change in 6 or the change in shape further forward; the answer to this 

questlon could affect the conclusions for some other geometry. 

In total, some 28 configurations were tested. The sequence of shroud 

area ratios was covered for both jet sizes, both boattall angles and for the 

'single Jet' afterbody; the Increased base area cases were tested with 

s/j = 1.0 and 1.7; the lnterfalrlng with S/J = 1.0 only and the 'short single' 

with s/j = 1.3 only Detals of the nozzle and shrouds are shown in flg.6, and 

a photograph of a typlcal assembly in flg.7a. 

The range of test condltlons was: 

Mach numbers Jet Pressure Ratio, PJ/P 

0,7, 0.8 1 to 5 

0.9, 0.95 1 to 6 

1.3 1 to 7 

Only the conflguratlons with the larger jet size, l/m = 0.13, were tested at 

M = 1.3. 

A roughness band was located on the cowl nose to promote transltion ahead 

of the test afterbody 

For most afterbodles, the external pressure plotting was lunlted to 

26 tapplngs, dlstrlbuted 15 on the boattall, 4 on the base, 6 on the external 

shroud and 1 on the Internal shroud with 2 extra pressure Lubes uxslde each of 

the secondary ducts, Tests with extenszve pressure plotting (82 rappIngs on 

the boattall and 6 on the base) were made on the t"ln-Jet afterbodles.J/m = 0.13, 

b/m = 0.0407, 6 = 10'. 15' with shroud area ra.110, s,, = 1.3. 

* Top or bottom as mounIed on the rig. fig 1. 
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3. REDUCTION AND ACCURACY OF RESULTS 

The force data presented III this report are in the form of an afterbody 

drag coefficient CDAI based on a maxnnum cross-secclonal area, m, defned as 

shown ln flg.3; speclfleally for these tests, this 1s the cross-sectxxnl 

area at the body split at the forward end of the test afterbodies. The values 

of c DAI have been corrected as described below in section 4.1 for the 

Interference of the forebody and support strut. The afterbody drag is calculated 

as the dlfference between the statlc thrust of the prxnary nozzle wlthout shroud 

and the measured rind-on thrust-minus-drag of a given conflguratlon at the same 

total jet pressure/free stream statxc pressure ratxo, PJ/P, and mass flow function, 

WJT. The drag, as thus defined, includes all effects of the freestream on the 

external surfaces of the boattall and nozzles and on nozzle efficiency. It seems 

apprwrlate to describe these effects as “drag”, certainly for this phase of the 

research programme where the afterbody does not extend downstream of the exits 

of the convergent nozzles and where therefore, no slgnlflcant effects of the 

freestream on discharge coefflclent or internal thrust would be expected. 

The pressure measurements and the derived pressure drags have not been 

corrected for support interference but these results are only presented for M = 0.7 

and as ~111 be seen later, these corrections are trlvlal at this Mach number. They 

become significant at higher transonlc speeds; they are then a ma,or issue in the 

analysis and appllcatlon of the results, and this 1s why they are discussed HI 

detail in 54.1. 

Attempts were made throughout the programme to improve and maintain the 

standard of repeatablllty. Inherently, this 1s drfflcult because the afterbody 

drag is obtalned as the difference between two large quantltzes with a substantial 

correction for the pressure across the body split Junctron between the earthed and 

live parts of the rig. Repeat tests typlcally showed a scatter of +O.Slb. This 

1s equivalent to ~0.004 In CDAI at M = 0.9 - 0.95 I.e., + 10% of the afterbody drag. 

For a combat aIrcraft, a representative figure for the ratio of wng plan 

area/fuselage frontal area would beab-&t-9 and rrheretore, expressed as an 

aircraft drag coefflcient,the repeatabl$icy would be about TO.0004 to ~0.0005. 

The LSSW of whether this standard of repeatabillty 1s also the standard 

of relative accuracy of the test data depends on how the data are used in practice. 

The most common use of the data ~111 obviously be to find the effects of a change 

in configuration geometry and as in many cases, the jet effects are found to depend 

on the geometry, these comparisons should be made at representative operating let 

pressure ratios rather than Jet-off. Indeed, this 1s the main Justlfn&lon for 



tests of this nature, For such comparisons, the accuracy standards are as 

quoted above for the repeatablllty although clearly when considering a 

sequence with more than two points on the curve e.g, for shroud area ratio, 

the final accuracy of the mean curve should be substantially better, The 
representative operating Jet pressure ratros vary with Mach number and the 

size of the jet; suitable values are given below: 

VALUES OF PJ/P 

M 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 1.3 

J/Ill = 0,13 2.1 2.5 3 3.4 6 

J/m = 0.07 3.2 3.8 4.5 5.1 

31 
The values for the smaller nozzles, which represent a lower bypass ratio engine, 

have been taken as 1,5 times those of the larger nozzles so that the comparisons 

are made at approximately the same nett engine thrust. 

Alternatively, the data can be used to obtain a measure of the jet effects. 

Here, in assessing the accuracy, one must specify what is meant by “jet effects”, 

If one means the difference between “jet-on” and “jet-off”, the accuracy for the 

data presented in this report should again be as quoted above but with the rider 

that it proved to be very difficult to achieve this accuracy i.e. to ensure 

consistency between the “jet-on” and “jet-off” results. If, on the other hand, 

one means by “Jet effects”, the effects of a boosted jet relative to a free-flow 

jet with P,/P = 2 at transonic speeds, the accuracy should be very much better, 

possibly +O.OO2 in CDAI, “Jet ef feet” corrections to apply to the test results 

for a normal model of the1 complete aircraft with free flow through the intake 

ducts come into the second category. Hence when discussing the accuracy of these 

corrections, it is less a questlon of the repeatability than of whether for 

example, the support interference has been treated correctly - see 54.1 below. 

Lt is worth adding a final comment on the difficulty of obtaining 

consistent jet-off results. fnrtially, It was found that the repeatability for 

these points was only about h lb. Looking at fig,9 which illustrates the rapid 

decrease in afterbody drag with small jet flows, i.e. base bleed, It 1s tempting 

to suggest that the poorer repeatability, Jet off, IS due to slight leakage but 

in fact, this is not believed to be the explanation. Rather, mechanical constraints 

are thought to be responsible and experience showed that consistency and the 

normal standards of reptatabillty could be achieved rf the jet-off data were taken 
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durlng Jet-on runs after some blowing through the rig i.e. the opposite conclusion 

to what perhaps might have been expected intuitively. All the data presented in 

this report were obtained in thus fashion. 

4. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS AND ON THEIR USE IN PRACTICE 

4.1. Support Interference Corrections 

The primary direct Interference of the forebody and support strut 

was assessed on the basu of measurements of the pressure distributrons along 

the top, bottom and two sides of a cylindrical tube mounted in place of the 

test afterbodies. As can be seen from the sketch at the top of Fig.&, the 

length of the tube was sufficient to ensure that over much more than the region 

occupied by the afterbodies, the results should be free from any tube end-effects. 

The pressure distributions plotted in Flg.8a are a mean of those measured along 

the four lines of tappings; this point 1s only significant at M = 1.3, even then, 

only over the forward part ahead of the strut tralllng-edge oblique shock. Flg.8a 

shows that at M = 0.7, the support interference increases the pressures over the 

forward part of the afterbodies. As the Mach number 1s increased subsonically, 

the interference effects grow both in magnitude and downstream extent. Supersonically 

at M = 1.3, when the strut trallu-,g-edge shock crosses the afterbodles, the pressures 

are reduced ahead of, and Increased behlnd this shock. 

It was assumed that these pressure distributions could be regarded as 

incremental effects that would be observed whatever afterbody was being tested. 

On this assumption, corrections to afterbody drag were calculated using the afterbody 

area distributions from Flg.5. This correction CDI, for the datum twrn-nozzle 

afterbody, j/m = 0.13, b/m = 0.0407, 6 = 15' and also, some typical differences 

between corrections for other afterbodles and for this datum are shown plotted 

against Mach number in Fig.8b. The corrections are trivial* at M = 0.7 - 0.8 but 

increase rapidly at transonic speeds before falling to about CDI = 0.02 at M = 1.3. 

The size of these corrections at transonic speeds is a main reason why the afterbodles 

were not tested at Mach numbers between M = 0.955 and M = 1.3. Even at M = 1.3, the 

corrections are probably not as reliable as at subsonic speeds; admittedly, they 

are not as large as near M = 1.0 but this is partly because the increments in 

pressure over the forward and rear parts of the afterbody tend to compensate for 

each other. Also, the concept of using a mean pressure distributton to derive 

the correction is less sound because of the circumferential variation in pressure 

over the forward part of the afterbody; fortunately, the slope of the boattail 

is relatively small over the area affected and so, one can still hope that 

* 
The corrections, as computed using the mean pressure dlstrlbutlon and afterbody area 

distrlbutlon, lie in a band -0.001 < CDI < 0.003; but by any method of allowing for 

the variation in the Interference pressure field around the afterbody under test 

'DI ' * 0.004 
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the correctlons are not seriously ln error. 

Figure 8c gives two examples of how these support Interference 

corrections can affect the results. First, before applylng the corrections, 

C 
DA 

for the datum and Indeed, for most other conflguratlons decreases with 

Mach number between M = 0.8 and 0.955 but this 1s completely mlsleadng; hanng 

applied the correctloo, C 
DA1 

locreases with Mach number 1” this range. The 

second graph shows that in an extreme case, the correctIons can even affect a 

comparison between two afterbodles: the “short single” has a higher drag tnan 

the standard length “single” but the effect of the correctIons 1s to notably 

reduce the dlfference at transonlc speeds and to increase It at M = 1.3. The 

last comparison can be Interpreted by saying that with the “short sngle” with 

its parallel sectlo” ahead of the boattarl, the drag 1s less affected by the 

pressure field of the support strut and as can be deduced from fig.8a, this 

implies a smaller correctxn subsonlcally but a larger correction at M = 1.3. 

It 1s important to understand the nature of the Interference 

corrections as derived above and to realise that in prnclple there may be other 

interference effects not covered by these correctlons. In inviscId, subcrItIcal 

flow, the corrections as derived represent a buoyancy effect for which there 

should be an equal and opposite effect Induced by the metric afterbody on the 

earthed support strut and forebody. If one had used an external balance to 

measure the drag ot the full model and support strut, the correctIons - agaIn 

on the assumption of nwlscld, subcrltlcal flow - would not exist; slmllarly, for 

the complete, full-scale alrcraft, the correctIons would not exist. In these tests 

thrs buoyancy effect is part of the force measured by the balance and so It must 

be removed before the results are used for alrcraft design. To the extent that 

the corrections are caused by the effects of the viscous wake or the trallng-edge 

shock of the support str”t, there 1s not necessarily any compensating effect but 

it was still thought appropriate to apply the correctIons zn full. It would not 

have been easy to separate the buoyancy contrlbutlon from the remainder; also, 

It would have been colncldental If the effects of the support Strut had been 

exactly the same as those of say, the “Lngs of the real alrcraft. 

A more serious lss”e 1s whether It 1s correct to treat the pressure 

field of the forebody and strut as a simple incremental effect or whether the 

existence of the pressure field ~111 modify the boundary layer or supercrltlcal 

flow development on the boattalled afterbody and thus, give what ~111 be termed 

below as a “secondary” effect or correctIon. A detalled analysis of the measured 

pressure dlstrlbutlons suggest that for the present tests at least, these secondary 

effects should be small at Mach numbers up to M = 0.95 and also probably, not too 
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serious at M = 1.3, This would not be true for Mach numbers between M = 0,95 

and M = 1,3 and so this LS another reason why no tests were made In this range. 

In support of the claim that these secondary interference effects 

can be rgnored In correcting the data as presented in this report, one can list 

the following points: 

(1) Flgure 8a shows that at M = 0.70, 0.90 and 0,955, the sueable 

effects of the support Interference pressure field are largely conflned to the 

forward third of the test afterbody whereas as shown later in frg.10, the let 

effects are largely confined to the rear half af the afterbody. There is thus 

no direct Interplay between the support interference and jet effects, 

(13 Also from figs. 8a, 10, It can be seen that the Interference 

pressure Eleld does not extend far enough downstream at M = 0.7 to affect the 

peak suction values at the start of the boattall. This 1s still true up to 

M= 0,955 and wlthout this influence, it is difficult to conceive that the 

pressure field has any major effect on the supercrltical flow development or on 

the boundary layer growth in the adverse pressure gradient downstream of this 

peak suction, 

h1) An increase ln Mach number from 0.7 to 0.955 has little effect on 

the pressures measured on the rear half of most afterbodies while the changes 

on the forward part of the boattail are very similar to those measured on the 

cyllndrlcal tube. This would have been a most unlikely coLncldence if there had 

really been any serious secondary effects, 

(IV> At M = 1.3, the pressure dlstrlbutlons suggest that the secondary 

interference should srlll. be trivial on the top and bottom of the afterbodies 

(as mounted on the rig, flg.1) but could be more substantial on the sides I.e. 

downstream of the strut. On the top and bottom, the pressure-rise through the 

interference field (smaller thin for the mean dlstributlon plotted In flg.8a) 1s 

perhaps only 10% of the pressure-rise through the shock near the base of the 

afterbody; also, downstream of the first pressure-rise there is an extensive 

region of largely uniform pressure. On the sides, however, the pressure-rise in 

the Interference field 1s greater than that shown In fig.8a and although rt 1s 

still well ahead of the peak suction on the boattall, 1~ could then be argued that 

the thickening of the boundary layer through the first pressure-rise could affect 

what happens further downstream e.g., rt could ease the effective curvature 

drstrlbutlon and reduce the peak suction or on the other hand, it could make the 
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boundary layer more prone to separate in the final adverse gradrent. Hence, 

one would hesitate to say that the secondary corrections are as trivial as at 

subsonic speeds up to M = 0.95. 

It is fortunate that one can dismiss the secondary effects to the 

extent described above because it would not have been easy to predict them 

quantitatively. This is not however the end of the story. The user of the data 

must St111 ask himself whether signrficant secondary effects could exist on his 

full-scale aircraft design. The most obvious example where there could be 

appreciable adverse effects is when a fin or tallplane is mounted on the afterbody 

in a posztion such that the peak suction induced by the fin or tailplane is 

roughly at the same fore-and-aft station as the natural peak suction st the start 

of the boattail. Alternatively, careful positiouiug of the surfaces such that 

the peak suctron on the boattail was reduced by being immediately downstream of 

the trailing edge of either the tallplane or the wrng of the arrcraft could lead 

to srzeable favourable interference. This may appear to be merely a restatement 

of the case for applying area rule to a combat aircraft configuration to improve 

performance at transonlc speeds but it is nevertheless, an important point in the 

present context because this possrbility of adverse/favourable interference could 

rn principle at least, undermine the validity of the “design numbers” appearrng 

out of these test afterbody comparisons. Perhaps more particularly, with the aid 

of favourable interference, one mrght have been able to consider afterbodies whose 

local geometry was outside the range of those thought suitable for test in the 

present programme. To quote lust one illustration, the programme includes a 

comparison between boattail angles of 15’ and 10’; the results show that at subsonic 

speeds, 15 
0 . 

IS slightly preferable. Despite thus conclusion there was no move to 

test an angle of say 20’ because rt is generally assumed that an increase to 20’ 

would be inadmissable because of the boundary layer separation at the rear of the 

boattail. However, rf by favourable Interference, one could reduce the peak suction 

at the start of the pressure-rise on the boattail, one mzght find that 20’ was 

acceptable. The remarks about support interference have therefore assumed a wider 

significance. The fact that support interference has had to be looked at carefully 

at transonic speeds carries the lesson that a study of how the wing, fin and 

tailplane of the real aircraft affect the flow over the boattarl ahead of the 

twin-jet exrts could be another profrtable area for research. Pressure plotting 

would be essential in this case. 

To surmnarise therefore, 

1. At M = 0.7, the support interference is trivial and hence for this 

Mach number, it is fair to present the pressure data uncorrected for support 

interference 
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2. At higher Mach numbers, the Interference 1s more substantial. To a 

great extent, the interference IS a buoyancy term with no parallel on the 

complete aircraft. Correctmns based on the pressures measured on the 

cylindrical tube should therefore be applied. Only corrected force data 

are presented in this report, 

3. No corrections have been applied for secondary effects such as the 

influence of the pressure field of the forebody and strut on the supercrltxal-flow 

and boundary-layer development on the particular afterbody under test. Such effects 

are likely to be small at Mach numbers up to M = 0.95 and not too serICUS even at 

M = 1.3. Sunilar effects due to the wing, fin or tallplane of the real alrcraft 

could however be significant and could be either favourable or adverse according 

to the design of the aIrcraft. 

4.2. Aft erbody Drag : Breakdown into Skin Friction and Pressure Drag 

The values of CDAI presented in this report are based on the total 

afterbody drag. To assess whether the values are high or low, one must estimate 

how much of the drag can be ascribed to skin friction. This has been done rn 

various alternative ways viz: 

(a) using flat plate theory and a boundary layer thxkness measured at 

the start of the live section with a similar forebody during another ssr~es of 

tests, 

(b) using the flat plate theory and with a boundary layer assumed to 

start at the nose of the forebody, 

(cl using a mean value of boundary layer thickness from (a) and (b) 

and flat plate theory to obtain a boundary layer shape parameter at the start of 

the live section and then calculating the skin friction on an equivalent 

axisymmetrlc body with a pressure dlstrlbutlon equal ta the mean measured boattall 

pressure distribution, 

Cd) by IntegratLng the measured pressure results to give a pressure drag 

and subtracting this from the measured total afterbody drag. 

Fortunately, these four methods gave results that were reasonably 

consistent. For the datum twin-jet afterbody with j/m = 0.13, b/m = 0.0407, 

f3 = ls”, s/j = 1.3 at M = 0.8, the values of C 
DF 

obtained by the four methods 

were respectively 0.028, 0.026, 0.024 and 0.029. Also, the difference between 

the total and pressure drags at M = 0.7 - 0.8 was much the same for all the 
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afterbodles tested. This 1s what one would expect: the surface areas of 

the twin-Jet afterbodles differ by no more than 2% and even the “short single” 

has a surface area of only 4% less than the datum twin-jet referred to above. 

It LS convenient here to refer to flg.21 which presents on a 

single figure, the values of C 
DA1 

for all the test afterbodles at then 

representative Jet operating pressure ratios. It “111 be seen that the values 

of c 
DAI 

range from about 0.03 to 0.06 of whxh from the above, one can say that 

typically, 0.026 can be ascrlbed to skn frlctlon. This shows that the excess 

drag 1s small at low effective base areas (see section 5.5 and flg.20 for a 

defnutlon of “effective base area”). 

The general consistency ln the trends for the total afterbody drag 

and for the Integrated pressure drag 1s illustrated in figs. lZa,b. From such 

comparisons one can conclude that: 

(1) the pressure results are substantially relrable in ndlcating the 

drag breakdown into components from the boattall, base, shroud surfaces etc., 

(il) the Integrated pressure drags lndlcate the Jet effects with good 

accuracy, and by Inference, the effects on the same boattalls due to different 

nozzle shroud combnatIons and falrlng are correct, 

and (iii) finally, III “1~” of the consistency between the results for the two 

boattall angles, for comparisons where the changes in body geometry are only nnld, 

the relative drag breakdown 1s agaIn obtalned with reasonable accuracy. 

These conclusions are unpllclt ln much of the text of the rest of this report. 

4.3. Jet Effects 

The varlatlon of C 
DAZ 

with Jet pressure ratlo 1s shown 1n flg.9 for 

three confxguratlons. These results are typical of those obtalned throughout the 

test series and also, they are consistent with the famlllar pattern obtaned 1x1 

other nvestlgatlons 
a,9 

. At very low jet pressure ratros, there 1s a rapld 

reduction III C 
DA1 

relative to the Jet-off value but then, C 
DA1 

Increases to a 

ma~mum generally occurrng near PJ/P = 3.0 before decreasing again at higher jet 

pressure ratios. Thrs behavrour 1s attributed in refs. 8, 9 to the interplay of 

jet pluming and entrainment effects. 

Qualltatlvely, therefore, the behaviour 1s sunilar for all the test 

configuratlons but quantitatively, the effects both ln the lnltlal base-bleed part 

of the curve and at higher let pressure ratios vary with conflguratlon and with 

Mach number. In particular, the Jet effects become markedly less favourable as 

. 
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the shroud area ratlo 1s increased (and shroud length decreased). fig 9 but 

they also depend signlflcantly on other parameters such as boattall angle To 

study this, let us consider what happens on the component surfaces 

First, flg.10 shows how the jet effects at subsonlc speeds e.g. 

M = 0.7 propagate up the boattall The ,et effects reduce progressively in 

magnitude wrth distance upstream of the base and when these dlstrlbutlons 

are plotted aganst 2 rather than X, It 1s found that in terms of drag; the 

effects over the forward third of the boactall are negllglble In passng, it 

may be noted that there 1s a suction peak near X/L = 0 92 partxularly on 

station 1 but to a lesser extent on stations 2 and 3 also This 1s caused by a 

sudden change in the slope of the afterbody and 1s partly due to having speclfled 

that the flnal boattall angle should be constant around -the periphery, If this 

requlrement had been relaxed, this peak suction would have been less pronounced 

but in the context of the present dxcusslon of Jet effects, the Important point 

is that both this peak suction and the other more general peak suctlon occurrIng 

further forward at about X/L = 0.7 are reduced by the jet effects. It follows that 

the appearance of local supersonic regions are postponed co higher Mach numbers as 

the jet pressure ratio 1s Increased. This 1s the explanation why the ,et effects 

on c 
DA1 

vary with Mach number between M = 0.7 and M = 0,95, For example, taking 

two of the configuratlons from fig 9, we find: 

I aCDAI from M = 0.7 to M = 0 95 

FOX sI 
3 Jet-off PJ/P=2 EJ/F=4 

J/m = 0.13, b/m = 0.0407, 1.0 0.013 0.006 0.003 

B =15O 2.1 1 0.017 -0,002 0 

As forecast above, the varlat~on of ,et effects with Mach number can be better 

described by saying that the increase ln CDAI with Mach number up to M = 0.95 

that is found Jet-off 1s allevrated by the Jet and by ~~reases in PJ/P At M = 1.3, 

results (not presented here) show that the jet effect at least up to the maximum 

pressure ratlo of the tests 1s confned co the tralllng edge of the body aft of 

the start of the shroud for statlon 1 (flg.10) and slightly further forward at the 

valley statloll 4. 

Flgure 13 shows how the let effects at M = 0.7 on the Integrated pressure 

drag on the boattall vary with the test confrguratlon. It ~111 be seen that the jet 

effects are at then most favourable for the single-nozzle afterbody fared to a 
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zero base and are less pronounced for the twin-nozzle configurations with a 

finite base between the nozzles. They deteriorate further with increases in 

shroud area ratro and base area and also vary in detail with boattail angle. 

Similarly, figs. 14a,b show hov the jet effects on base pressure and secondary 

duct pressure at M = 0.7 vary with the test configuration. In general, the 

secondary duct pressure is decreased (and thus, the contribution to CDA increased) 

by an increase in shroud area ratio and a decrease in boattail angle from 15’ to 

loo. Increasing PJ/P tends to strengthen the adverse effect of S/J (e.g. the 

value of PJ/P up to which there is a fall in secondary pressure increases with S/J) 

but weakens the adverse effect of the reduction in 9 . The changes in base pressure 

are a somewhat complicated amalgam of what has been observed for the boattall and 

secondary pressures. 

To summarise therefore. it has been shown that : 

(9 the jet effects (but not the jet-off data) depend on the nozzle 

geometry. Hence, in particular, the corrections needed to convert 

data from a normal complete aircraft model test with unpressurised 

Jets to boosted jet conditions at an operational Jet pressure ratio 

must be determined from tests in whrch the details of the nozzle 

geometry are fully represented, 

(ii) the Jet effects depend on the afterbody geometry: generally, 

increasing PJ/P tends to alleviate effects of geometry observed in 

jet-off conditions. Jet effects from simple nozzle tests without the 

preceding afterbody represented could therefore be misleading. 

The only relieving feature 1s that even at subsonic speeds, the jet effects do not 

penetrate to the forward end of a typical afterbody while at supersonic speeds they 

are confrned to the region near and aft of the base. 

5. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN CONFIGURATION 

Sections 3 and 4 above have commented on how the data should be interpreted 

and used in practice. This sectron 5 considers the effects of the main geometrical 

parameters. Sufficient data are presented in figs. 9 - 21 to Illustrate the most 

important trends; a reader interested in the full results for a specific configuration 

should consult refs. 1, 2 if they are not included here. 
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5.1. Effect of Shroud Area Ratio, s/i 

The full range of shroud to jet ratios S/J = 1.0, 1.3, 1.7 and 2.1 

was tested with five different boattalls. Four of the boattarls ware twin-Jets 

with a base area ratio of b/m - 0.0407 comprising two primary jet sizes each 

in combination with two boattail angles 6 = 10’ and 15’. The fifth boattarl 

was a single jet with j/m - 0.13 and 6 = 15’. In addition, two twin-jet boattails 

of j/m = 0.13 and S = 15’ with base area increased by infilling of the valley 

between the nozzles giving b/m = 0.0685 and 0.0963 were each tested with two 

shroud ratios of s/j = 1.0 and 1.7. These comparrsons involved a cotal of 

24 configurations. 

The variation of CDAI with shroud area ratio at the typical 

operational jet pressure ratios quoted earlier is shown in figs. lla,b. In general, 

the afterbody drag rncreases wrth shroud area ratio. As would be expected the 

increase is greater for the larger jet size, ~/m = 0.13. The Increase is not 

significantly dependent on Mach number at subsonic speeds and is slmllar for both 

the single and the twin nozzles and up to a point, for both boattail angles. There 

is however some apparent tendency far the rate of drag increase to be more rapid at 

higher s/j for S = 15’ but not for 8 = loo. It may be doubted however whether the 

accuracy of the data as quoted earlier is suffrcienr to accept this as a definite 

genuine conclusion. 

The effect of shroud area ratio on the components of the pressure drag 

at M = 0.7 and the selected operational jet pressure ratios is shown in figs.lZa,b. 

It ~11 be seen that at these relatrvely low pressure ratios, the effect of varying 

shroud area ratio on the combined boattall and base drag is small, being largest on 

the single-jet configuration. One must therefore ascribe the large increase in 

total afterbody drag to the increase in the contrzbutions from the external shroud 

surface and the secondary duct. Figures 12a,b indeed show that the sum of these 

contributions gives a rate of ~-~crease with s/j that is very similar to that 

observed in the overall balance results. 

At higher jet pressure ratios, the increase in CDA with S/J tends to 

be greater, fig.9 and also, there is more dependence on other parameters. This 

is shown for example in fig.13 for the contribution to C 
DA 

from the boattall. It 

appears that as regards this contribution, the largest effect of shroud area ratio 

is found on the single-jet body where at the highest pressure ratio of the tests, 

the largest shroud gives an rncrement in boattail drag coefficient of about 0.005 

as compared with about 0.002 for the datum twin-jet afterbody at its operational 

jet pressure ratio. The effect of shroud area ratio is least for the boattarl 

with the largest base area and presumably the base of the twin-jet afterbodies 

tends to act as a buffer. 
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Figures 14a,b show the effects of shroud area ratio on secondary 

duct pressure and base pressure. The effects on secondary pressure have 

already been discussed in Section 4.3 but some comment on the base pressure 

results IS perhaps worthwhrle. Wrth the smaller let nozzle, l/m = 0,079 the 

base pressure always decreases with an increase in shroud area For the 

large jet nozzles, ~/m = 0,13, however, the results are more confusing. With 

6 = 15O, below a jet pressure ratio of about 2.5, the variation with shroud 

area ratio is in the opposite sense. This IS an example of where one should 

remember that an increase in shroud area ratio is always accompanied by a 

movement forward of the jet nozzles towards the base. one can Surmise 

therefore that the Initial decrease in C DA with P,/P IS greater for the large 

shroud area ratios because the jet exits are close to the base and therefore 

the base is more sensitrve to the jet effects whereas at higher jet pressure 

ratios, the high secondary pressures and their more rapid increase with let 

pressure ratio at small shroud area ratios becomes the dominant factor in 

controllrng the base pressure. 

5.2. Effects of Boattall Angle and Shroud Angle 

Twin-jet afterbodies with terminal boattail angles of 10’ and 15’ were 

tested with shroud area ratios of s/l = 1.0, 1.3, 1.7 and 2 1 and primary ,et 

ratios of J/U = 0.07 and 0.13. 

The afterbody drag for both boattall angles is shown in fig.1l.s. The 

comparison is for the typical operational let pressure ratios quoted earlier. 

Taking the results for 6 = 15o as the datum, the change to 8 = loo reduces C 
DA 

at M = 1.3 by about 0 006 - 0.008 hut gives a slight increase in C 
DA 

at subsonic 

speeds by perhaps 0.002 - 0 004. To Judge from the component drags obtained from 

the pressure results at M = 0.7 in fig.12, the change to 8 = 10’ is successful in 

reducing the actual boattail drag at subsonic speeds but this improvement 1s more 

than offset by an increase in the contributions from the base and shroud surfaces. 

To quote one set of figures as an example: 

AC 
DA 

FOR CHANGE IN 6 FROM 15o TO loo 

M = 0.7, J/Ill = 0.13, S/] = 1.3 

Boattail: -0.004 

Base : 0 002 

Shroud surfaces: 0.004 

Total : 0.002 

The dependence of the final result on shroud area ratio is not great but the 

results suggest that if there had been less rearward-facing surface to be 

influenced by the pressure recovery at the base. the change to 8 = 10’ might 

have been favourable even at subsonic speeds. 
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Clearly, the choice of B for an arcraft project ~111 depend 

on the operatuna requrement e.g. on the relative emphasis on subsonlc and 

supersonrc flight condltrons but also, the choice depends on the lnterpretatlon 

placed on the present data. There zs a difficulty at this point. It is clear 

that the slightly poorer results at subsonlc speeds with 5 = 10’ 1s because 

there IS less pressure recovery at the base but this result can be explalned 

in two different ways. The poorer pressure recovery may either be due to 

the discontinuity in contour between the 10’ boattall and the 15’ shrouds 

used III the present tests or alternatively, It may be Inherently due to the 

fact that the lower boattall angle requrres less turning of the external flow 

in the vicinity of the base. It may of course be due to a combination of these 

two factors. On the first explanatxon, the lmpllcation is that If the shroud 

angle had also been changed from 15’ to lo’, the results at subsonlc speeds for 

B = 10’ would have been improved. On the other hand, If the second explanation 

1s correct, this leads to the conclusion that for optlmu” performance at subsonic 

speeds, one should increase 6 to the “ax~mu” value that can be used without 

provoking a boundary layer separation on the rear of the boattall. 

It is tempting to link these results with those obtalned when with 

6 = 15O, the shroud angle was Increased to 20’. Figure 9 shows that this change 

in shroud angle gave a notable increase XI C 
DA’ 

varying somewhat with jet pressure 

ratlo but typlcally, about 0.004 at subsonic speeds or 0.007 at M = 1.3. Admittedly, 

the combination 150/20° gives a ducontlnulry HI slope at the boattail/shroud 

junction similar to that obtalned with 1Oo/15o but the change in shroud angle to 

20’ does “ore than this: It reduces the length of the shrouds after the base and 

also, It increases the likelihood of extra form drag, wave drag or boundary layer 

separation on the shrouds themselves. It seems likely that the extra drag 1s 

mostly coming from these effects on the shrouds themselves. 

To return to the effects of boattail angle, It is clear that further 

tests e.g. with B = lo’, e = loo, are really required before one can be dogmatx 

as to what 1s the correct explanation of the results presented here. Nevertheless, 

It seems probable that partly at least, one IS observing an Inevitable effect of 

changes in B . This would accord with general experience. Before this research, 

it was generally concluded that the boattall angle should be as high as possible, 

the lzmlts being set by wave drag at supersonic speeds or the ruk of boundary 

layer separation at subsonlc speeds. Typical values in practice have been III the 

range loo - 15’ for supersonrc speeds or 15’ - 20’ for subsonic speeds An Important 

lesson from the study of the present results however 1s that one should not quote 

maximum values of B wlthout regard to other parameters. On the second explanation 

above, an increase III B gives a higher base pressure but the risk of boundary layer 
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separat~n depends on the required pressure rise from the peak suction to the 

base. Hence, an increase ln base pressure LS acceptable and desirable provided 

the peak suction can also be reduced by an appropriate choice of boattall shape 

or as noted earlier, by deslgnlng for approprzate Interference fields from other 

parts of the aircraft. What can be achieved as a good boattall shape “111 depend 

on various factors e.g. the values of b/m, j/m and (m - b)/L. As an example, it 

could be argued chat the optunum value of B and the improvement in changing from 

6 = 10’ to 6 = 15’ mrght be greater for the larger value of l/m. This appears 

to be confxrmed by the results in flg.lla although, in vie” of the quoted 

standards of accuracy and repeatabillty, one would hesitate before maklng too 

much of this comparison. 

5.3. Effect of Base Area 

The base area “as varied by progressively fllllng x.n the valley 

between the nozzles on the twin-,et conflguratlon with 6 = 15’. An increase 

in base area “as therefore coupled with a reduction 1x1 the longltudlnal rate 

of change of cross-sectlonal area along the boattall, as can be seen from fig.5. 

The base area ratios tested were b/m = 0.0407, 0.0685 (semi-fllled valley) and 

0.0963 (fully-filled valley); tests were made with two shroud area ratios of 

s/j = 1.0 and 1.7 In addltlon, the boattall with the smallest base area “as 
. 

tested with a falrlng between rhe shrouds termlnatlng at the nozzle exit plane; 

thxs ConfIguratIon can be considered to have no base (1.e. b/m = 0); it 1s 

shown in the photograph in flg.7b. 

The afterbody drag at typical operatIona let pressure ratios for the 

range of base areas tested 1s shown ln flg.15. The increase in base area 

obtazned by filling ln the valley between the nozzles gives an increase ln CDA 

that does not depend slgnlflcancly on shroud ratlo or Mach number at subsonlc 

speeds but at M = 1 3, there 1s no noticeable change III drag between the semi- 

and fully fllled cases. The effects on the lndlvldual pressure drag components 

at M = 0.7 1s shown in flg.16, One unporcant result 1s that the combined boattall 

and base drag remains constant, thus suggestrng that Ehe pressure and cross- 

sectlonal area changes tend to compensate; this can be confIrmed by looklng at 

the transverse pressure dlstrlbutlons at station 4 in the valley and on the base 

as shown in flg.17. The increase ln base area leads,& subsonli speeds, to a 

poorer pressure recovery on the base and thzs 1s transmltted to the external shroud 

surfaces and the secondary duct exits and It 1s these changes that give rise to the 

substantial increase III C 
DA 

with base area.. Thus, a change ln the boactall geometry, 

which 1s the responslblllty of the auframe designer. results in a change of drag 
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on the external surface of the nozzles whose shape 1s traditionally, the 

responslbillty of the engine designer. These results therefore hrghllght 

the importance of consultatmn and lntegratlon and the need for tests on 

the complete lnstallatmn II-I order to optmise the drag. Tests on the 

nozzle without the boattall afterbody could be msleadmg. 

The results with the mternozzle falrlng were dxappointlng. 

Figure 15 shows that m general, it did not give any reductmn III drag 

relative to what was obtained with the standard base b/m = 0.0407. An 011 

flow test revealed the presence of a separatmn coverIng about a thnd of the 

area of the fairing. This is probably the explanation for the lack of 

continuous pressure recovery on the falring as shown III the results in flg.17. 

This pressure recovery improves however in the presence of the jet. Despite 

this flow separation, a comparison of the mean pressure on the fairing with 

the base pressure without the fairing, flg.18, mdlcates an mproved pressure 

recovery of about AC 
P 

= 0.048 at M = 0.7. Assuming that the external shroud 

surfaces adjacent to the base are affected similarly, this mplies a reduction 

XI CD of about 0.005 which combined with a slightly lower contrlbutlon (0.002) 

from the boattail would imply an overall reductron m CDA of 0.007 due to the 

fairing. This was not observed LII the balance data but this could be an 

occasmn where the accuracy of these data is not sufficient for an accurate 

comparison. 

The apparently disappomtmg results with the mternozzle falrmg 

should not therefore be allowed to detract from the thesis that one should if 

possible try and reduce the afterbody drag by mmm~smg the base between the 

IlOZZlSS. An inter-nozzle falrlng may still be the correct solution provided 

care is taken to avold a boundary layer separatmn on the falrlng. 

5.4. Single Jet: Effect of Boattall Lengths 

Although the mvestlgatlon of the effect of boattall length was not a 

principal am of the test serves, a comparison 1s possible from the tests on the 

two single Jet configurations. The standard conflguratmn had the same Length 

as the twin-let afterbodles but for the “short single”, the boattall Length was 

reduced to 0.633 of the full length bodies. This was to obtam a lmk with 

R.A.E. research on axmyrmetnc conf~guratmns with this shorter length. As 

noted earlier, the overall length of the “short slngie” was the same, a parallel 

section having been Interposed ahead of the boattall. The comparison 1s for 

]/rn = 0.13, S/J = 1.3, zero base and a boartall angle of 8 * 15’” 

Figure 19 shows that the comparison 1s very sensltlve to whether the 

support interference corrections have been applied or not. This was discussed 
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earlier In Sectmn 4.1, Having applied the correctuzns, the penalty due 

to reducing the length over which the body was boattalled varies from about 

0.007 In CDAI at subsonlc speeds to 0 033 at M = 1.3. Before correcting for 

support and body rnterference, the penalty in CDA at M = 1.3 “es only 0.022. 

It 1s apparent from these results that differences in drag due to ma,or changes 

of area distrlbutlon should be evaluated wrth proper regard to lnstallatlon 

effects, not only ln the test rig but also in the full-scale aircraft. 

The pressure plotting results from these particular tests are not 

presented here. It appears however that the pressure recovery achieved et the 

base was almost the same for the two boattall lengths. This suggests that the 

higher drag at subsonlc speeds with the shorter boattall was not due to a 

boundary layer separatuan but to extra formlfrlctlon drag assocuted with the 

greater suctions near the start of the boattali. It follows that If the shorter 

length could be combrned with a different boattall shape or with favourable 

Interference with some other part of the alrcraft in order to avold the higher 

suctions, one might find only a small penalty or even possibly an advantage 

from the shorter length. As an example, steep boattalllng far aft and located 

behlnd the tralllng edge of a fin or tallplane mrght be vlewed favourably. It 

should be stressed once agaIn that the ccmparlson presented in this note was made 

for a speclfx purpose and was not Intended as a ma,or contrlbutlon to research 

into the effects of boattall length. 

5.5. Variation with Effective Base Area 

The results dlscussed above in SectIons 5.1 and 5.3 have shown that 

afterbody drag increases with both shroud area ratlo and base area and this 

suggests that one should consider the effezt of the total pro]ecEed area over 

which the external flow 1s necessarily separated. This effective total base 

area was estimated for each of the conflguratlons tested and 1s rlluscrated in 

Flg.20. The effectzve base area, B, was taken to Include the base area proper, b, 

the secondary duct annulus, s - ,P and part of the external shroud surface bounded 

by the base and shroud exit. This last component was assumed, as shown rn flg.20, 

to Ccn.¶lSt of sectors of looc, 130’ and 170’ for b/m = 0.0407, 0 0685 and 0.0963 

configurations respectively for j/m = 0 13 and 86’ for the ~/m = 0.07 configuratrons. 

The afterbody drag coefflclents for all rhe te.st conflguratlons (with a 

shroud angle of 15’) et chelr representaclve operational ,et pressure ratlcs are 

shown plotted agaLnst effective base area in flg.21. 1~ 1s ciear chat particularly 

at the lower test Mach numbers and the asscclated lower jet pressure ratios, this 

concept of an effective base area over which the external flow 1.5 necessarily 

separated has conslderable success in correlxlng the data for the ma,orlty of the 

conf1gura~1ons. In parc~ular. 1~ affords e means of reconclilng the results for 

the single-jet and twin-jet afcerbodles of the same boattall length. 
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The generai trend 1s for C DAI co increase ilneariy with B/m wzth 

a slope of 0.12. At M = 0.7, ail the results with two exceptions lie 1n a 

band of width +0.004 ln CDAI around a mean line with this slope. Almost the 

same standard is maIntaIned up to M = 0.95 but at M = 1.3, the correlation 

is not so successful because there 1s then relatively little varlatlon 1n C DA1 
with shroud area ratlo for the single-let afterbody and only a small drag penalty 

for the tiv~n afterbody wit,, t7e largest base area 

There are two exceptions 

(9 the “short single” afterbody for which the higher suctions at the 

start of the boattail give values of C DAI that are about 0.006 

above the mean variation for the standard iengrh boattaIls, 

and (11) the twin-nozzle afterbody with zero base area created by addlng 

an lnterfalring between the nozzles for which presumably as 

a result of the observed flow separation on the falrlng, the 

values of c 
DA1 

are perhaps 0.008 above the mean trend. 

WithIn the band covering the rest of the data, one can detect varzous changes 

discussed eari~r, e.g. the somewhat higher values of C 

with 8 = 10’ as compared with B = 15’. 
DA1 

at subsonic speeds 

Another feature of flg.21 calling for comment LS the different apparent 

varlatlon with Mach number in the results for rhe two srzes of jet. It should 

be noted that at a given let pressure ratlo, there 1s lltcle varution XI 

afterbody drag with Mach number between M = 0.7 and M = 0.95. The apparent 

varlatlon III flg.21, 1.e. a tendency for C 
DA1 

to increase with M for the smaller 

,et and to decrease for the larger ,et, IS pr~marliy due to the associated 

change in jet pressure ratlo wzth Mach number. The data for the smaller ,et, 

J/m = 0.07, are presented for higher let pressure ratios than those for the 

larger jet, ]/Ill = 0.13, in order to provide a comparison for a constant net thrust 

for engines of different bypass ratlo. For rhe smaller Jet, PJ/P varies from 

3.2 at M = 0.7 to 5,l at M = 0.95 while for the larger jet, the varlatlon 1s from 

2.1 to 3.4. The slgnlfrcant pant 1s that broadly speaking; these two ranges 

lie on opposite srdes of the jet pressure ratlo at which CDAI 1s a maxunum relatrve 

to P,/P - see f1g.9. This explau~ the different apparent trends with Mach number. 

Also, ncldentally, one should perhaps resist the temptatzon to compare the results 

for the two sizes of ,et ac the same base area. With the smaller ,ets, It should 

be possible to falr the boattalls ro a smaller base area thus glvlng a reduction 

in afterbody drag. 

The comment was made III the lntroductlon to this report that prior to 

this research programme, there had been a susplclon that the drag of a twn-,et 
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afterbody was usually higher than for the corresponding single-jet afterbody 

of the same base area. It has now been shown that for conflguratlons of 

Class I with the afterbody termlnatlng near the nozzle exlts, this point 

has been resolved by the xaroductlon of this concept of an effective base 

area. For a given true base area, the effective base area ~111 always be 

larger for the twin-Jet afterbody and this IS evidently the main reason why 

the afterbody drag 1s higher. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This report has summarised the ma111 results from the first phase of a 

research programme Into the drag of twn-let afterbodies. All the conflguratvxw 

tested were 1” Class I 1.e. with the afterbody termlnatlng near the nozzle exits. 

Parameters lnvestlgated III the programme Include ,et size, base area with the 

changes obtalned by InfIlling the valley between the nozzles and by extending 

as a falrlng, afterbody boattall angle, nozzle shroud area rat10 coupled with 

changes =n shroud length as for a translatrng shroud, and shroud angle. Tests 

were made at Mach numbers from M = 0.7 to M = 0.95 and at M = 1.3 over a range 

of jet pressure ratios. 

The accuracy of the flnal values of afterbody drag coefflclent, CDAI,based 

on fuselage cross-sectlonal area 1s thought to be about +0.004 corresponding to 
+ 
-10% of afterbody drag at subsonlc speeds or z0.0004 as an aircraft CD. In 

PCXtlCe, It has been possible to recognise some differences smaller than this 

when they are obtalned consistently III systematic comparisons. 

Support interference was discussed III some detail III Sectlo” 4.1. Corrections 

have been applied ‘co afterbody drag, these correctIons are trlv~al at M = 0.7-0.8 

and are thought to be known with adequate accuracy for all the Mach numbers of the 

present tests. However, the user of the data should consider possible Interference 

effects due to the wings and fin-tall ““It of his alrcraft on the boundary layer 

and supercrltlcal flow development on the boattaIled afterbody whxh may possibly, 

according to the design of the aIrcraft, lnvalldate the “design rules” from the 

present test results. 

At subsonlc speeds and likely operatIona ,et pressure ratios, the afterbody 

drag coeffxxnt based on fuselage cross-sectlonal area lie 1” the range 

0.03 - 0.06 of which typlcally, 0.026 can be ascrlbed to skin frlctlon. Under 

these condltvxs, much of the varlatlon I” afterbody drag between different 

conflguratlons can be expressed as a 11near increase with a parameter known as 

effective base area that has been introduced to represent the area over which the 

external stream 1s necessarily separated. Th1.s effective base area Includes the 

base area proper, the secondary duct annulus area and part of -the external shroud 
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surface bounded by the base and the shroud exit, In particular, the 

concept appears to be a means of reconciling the drag of single- and 

twin-nozzle znstallatlons of the present type with the nozzle exits close 

to the base. The rate of increase of afterbody drag with effectrve base 

area LS given by 0.12 x B/m. At M = 1.3, or at higher ,et pressure ratios 

at 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

any Mach number, thrs sunple type of correlation 1s less successful. 

The other man results include the following: 

The increase HI afterbody drag with shroud area ratio 1s greater for 

the larger jets and at the higher jet pressure ratios; It also 

depends somewhat on afterbody boattall angle, 

An increase in shroud angle from 15’ to 20’ with a boattall angle of 

15’ increases the afterbody drag coefflclent by 0.004 subsonlcally 

or 0.007 at M = 1.3, 

A reduction in boattall angle from 15’ to 10’ 1s beneflclal at M = 1.3 

but gives a small penalty subsonlcally due to a poorer pressure recovery 

at the base being transmltted onto the shroud surfaces, 

An attempt to reduce the drag by means of an lnternozzle falring to grve 

zero base area was unsuccessful but this does not detract from the Idea 

In principle; It merely means that one should be careful to avoid 

the flow separation on the falrlng which occurred in this case, 

The reductwn in boartall length for the single-Jet afterbodles gave 

a substantial drag Increment particularly at supersonic speeds but lt 

1s clear that such comparisons with major changes of area dlstrlbutlon 

have to be evaluated with proper regard to lnstallatlon effects both 

in the test rig and in the full-scale alrcraft. 

A general conclusion from the test results 1s that they have demonstrated: 

on the one hand, rhe need to evaluate nozzle designs from tests 1n 

which the boattaIled afterbody 1s present, 

and on the other hand, the need to establish correctIons for Jet 

effects, 1.e. correctxons to apply LO test results for complete 

arcraft models with Inadequate representation of the jets, from 

tesfs =n which the nozzles are fully represented. 
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NOTATION 

a 

b 

B 

cD 
C DA 

C 
DA1 

C 
DAP 

C DF 

C DI 

C 
Dl 

'D2 

'D3 

'D4 

C 
P 

c 
pb 

E 
Ps 

j 
L 

m 

M 

PJlP 

P 
s 

WJT 

x 

X 

X-D 

6 

e 

ACDA 

local cross-sectional area 

base area (flg.3) 

effective base area (flg.20) 

drag coefflclent based on maxumm cross-sectmnal area, m. 

afterbody drag coefficient (uncorrected for forebody and 

strut interference) 

= [sso - (X - DIM mq at measured Wz&- and PJ/P 

afterbody drag coefficient corrected for forebody and strut 

interference = c DA + ' DI 

afterbody pressure drag coefflclent = C 
Dl + CD2 + CD3 + CD4 

afterbody skin frrctlon drag coefflclent 

drag interference coefflcrent derzved from cylindrical pressure 

distrlbutron 

boattail pressure drag coeffxuznt 

base drag coefflclent 

shroud pressure drag coefflclent 

secondary duct drag coefficient 

pressure coefficient 

average base pressure coefficient 

average secondary duct pressure coefficient 

combined exit area prunaty nozzles 

length of boattaILed sectxon of afterbody (flg.5) 

maximum cross-sectional area of model = 30.82 ,n2 

free stream Mach number 

primary ,et tata1 pressure/free stream static pressure 

free stream dynamic pressure 

combuwd exit area of shrouds 

mass flow x (let total temperature) 1 

dutance from start of boattall 

thrust 

thrust minus drag = ustalled thrust 

afterbody boattall angle 

external angle 

afterbody drag coefflclent Lncrement 
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Type of nazzle 

Twin 
,I 

" with interfairing 

" semi-filled 
fl fully-filled 

Single 
Short single 
Single with conical 

Plug 

TABLE 

I CONFIGURATIONS TESTED 

B b/m 

.0407 
II 
11 
II 
11 

0 
.0685 
.0963 

0 
II 

0 

Shroud area Shroud 
jet area s/j Angle Deg. 

II NOMINAL TEST CONDITIONS 

Small jets, j/m = 0.07 

M PJ/p 

0.7, 0.8 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 
0.9, 0.95 6, 5.5, 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1 

Large jets j/m = 0.13 

M PJ/P 

0.7, 0.8 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 
0.9, 0.95 6, 5.5, 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5. 2, 1 
1.3 7, 6, 5.5, 5, 4.5, 4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1 
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angle and twin, can be expressed as a ln~ear uux-ease 
UI afterbody drag uth effective base area sultably 
defined to represent the area over whxh the external 
stream IS necessarily separated. The rate of increase 1E 

by 0.12 x effective base/fuselage area. 

single and twin, can be expressed as a lxnear uxrease 
in afterbody drag with effective base area sutably 
rleflned to represent the area over whxch the external 
stream 1s necessarily separated. The rate of xncrease 1.5 
given by 0.12 x effective base/fuselage area. 

single and twin, can be expressed aa a lnear increase 
1x1 afterbody drag with effective base area sutably 
defined to represent the area over whch the external 
stream 1s necessarzly separated. The rate of uvxease 16 
given by 0.12 x effective base/fuselage area. 
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